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Aims and objectives
RNA helicases as genetic modifiers in ovarian cancer: a new link between the
SWI/SNF complex and RNA processing provides a new therapeutic opportunity.
Mammalian SWI/SNF (BAF) chromatin remodelling complexes change local chromatin
state and control gene expression. SWI/SNF complex components are mutated in
over 20% of cancers, spanning a wide range of tissue types. In a forward genetic
screen in C. elegans we identified three independent missense mutations in a
conserved nuclear RNA helicase that change viability for animals with mutations in
the SWI/SNF complex. We hypothesise that this new genetic interaction between
SWI/SNF and RNA processing is a conserved feature that might be exploitable in
human cancer for new therapeutic opportunities. This project will focus on clear cell
ovarian cancer which responds poorly to conventional treatments and is driven by
mutations in the SWI/SNF complex.
Using the ovarian carcinoma cell line SKOV3, which lacks normal SWI/SNF activity, we
will test the interaction between SWI/SNF and nuclear RNA processing using
CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and a small molecule inhibitor approach. We will use
RNAseq and ChiPseq as functional readouts of these perturbations. This study will be
extended to a panel of clear cell ovarian cancer lines to test therapeutic efficacy and
disease modelling.
•
•
•
•
•
•

CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing
Advanced RNAseq (nascent transcripts, splice, RiboSeq)
ChIPseq
Chemical biology
Cancer cell culture and drug sensitivity assays
Bioinformatic analysis using R
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